LMD5 — Fiche UE du département Biologie-Écologie
Niveau : M1 S8
Intitulé : UE Hot topics in Ecology & Evolution : presenting and discussing
selected research articles (-)
Code : HAB811B

Responsable(s) : Philippe JARNE, Oliver KALTZ
Co-responsable(s) : Sandrine MAURICE
Contact(s) : philippe.jarne [at] cefe.cnrs.fr, oliver.kaltz [at] umontpellier.fr, sandrine.maurice-oms [at]
umontpellier.fr
Moodle : -

Nombre ECTS : 2
Nombre d’heures : CM = 0 — TD = 22,5 — TP = 0 — Terrain = 0 — Séminaires = 0 — SPS = 0
Statut par parcours : B2I (-), BioGET1 (-), BioGET2 (-), CEPAGE (-), DARWIN (-), EcoSystèmes
(-), EGEN (-), MédiACCES (-), MEME (OBL), PAL (), Agreg (-).

Description de l’UE : Each year, teachers will suggest a number of topics, from which students will
choose (the list will be neither binding nor exhaustive : any topic that relates to evolution is fair game).
Working in groups of two or three people, the students will be responsible for presenting the topic they
have chosen. Each person in a group should participate equally in these presentations. Each group will
be given a small selection of recent papers that they will use to begin to explore the topic, or the groups
will themselves propose pertinent papers. Among these, the group will distribute (one week before the
class session) one-two papers that everyone should read before class. The group will be responsible for
presenting the topicto the rest of the class and leading discussion of it. The group presentation should
explain why the topic is interesting and present the state of the art, outlining points ofcontroversy and
defining big open questions. The presentation format will be defined by the group, keeping in mind that
it should open discussions. For the last sessions(s) at the end of the course, students will give short
individual presentations providing a recap of some aspect(s) of another group’s topic. In addition to the
main hot topic presentations, there will be a brief ’writing summaries’ exercise at the beginning of the
course, and regular “news & views” briefings of recent articles picked by the students from journals of
their choice.

Compétences visées (Savoir, Savoir-Faire, Savoir-Être) : understanding and presentation of scientific work

Prérequis (compétences et/ou UE) :

Direction du Département Biologie Écologie de la Faculté des Sciences de Montpellier — https://biologie-ecologie.com/

Modalités de contrôle des connaissances : Contrôle terminal

Informations additionnelles : -

